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Our project was about developing books for our new entrants. In doing that we had a group of 
older students that went and interviewed our younger students on what kind of books they 
enjoyed reading and if there was a need for other books in their classroom. Out of that they got 
some good feedback about the things that they enjoyed reading. One of them was around 
farming. The senior students took that back and we had just been on a farm trip so it made 
sense to create a book for the younger students around farming using the photos that we had 
taken on the farming trip.  
 
The older students used Google slides to create a book or some storyboarding of what their 
story would look like. They researched what a good book for new entrants looked like, words, 
pictures, and presentations and how long they needed to be. This process for our older students 
was really important.  
 
At all stages they kept checking back in with the new entrants around what kind of pictures did 
they want to see.We had a bank of pictures that they used from our farm trip. We made sure 
that the photos that we used were photos that were of the new entrants students because it was 
relevant to them and they also enjoyed seeing the pictures of themselves and being able to read 
their story. 
 
The senior students then printed off the book so that the book then could remain in the new 
entrant class and be looked at at their own leisure when they felt they had some reading time 
and be able to share the experience over and over again in their classroom. 


